Klamath
River Basin
Compact
Between the States of Oregon
& California

BROAD OBSERVATIONS

Subjects to be
Covered

DRIVING FACTORS
How they were addressed, if at all

Topics not Covered

Broad
Observations
A LOT of Stuff
Happened in
the 1950’s

 1950: California sued COPCO (PacifiCorp’s predecessor) over flow
fluctuations below COPCO developments

Broad
Observations
A LOT of Stuff
Happened in
the 1950’s

 1950: OR Attorney General changed historic position regarding
Klamath Project water rights
 1951: COPCO applied for water rights for proposed J.C. Boyle, and
for a federal license for J.C. Boyle and (ultimately) Copco No. 1 and
Copco No. 2, other facilities

 1954: FPC (FERC) issued license for Project 2082, with conditions
related to Klamath Irrigation Project
 1954: Authorization of Talent Division of the Rogue River Basin
Project

 1955: Authorization of Trinity River Division of the Central Valley
Project

Broad
Observations
A LOT of Stuff
Happened in
the 1950’s

 1956: COPCO and Reclamation entered renewed, extended
contract for Link River Dam operation and power for Klamath
Project
 1956: FERC license for Project 2082 became effective
 1957: California and COPCO settled lawsuit: Iron Gate Dam to be
constructed once it has been added to FERC license

 1957: Klamath River Basin Compact approved by both states’
legislatures and Congress
 1957: “Off-Project” power contract entered between COPCO and
KWUA

 1959: Howard Prairie Reservoir built

Broad
Observations
Regrettably but realistically,
the Compact has not
achieved its purposes “to
facilitate and promote the
orderly, integrated and
comprehensive
development, use,
conservation and control [of
water for multiple purposes
of the Klamath River Basin]
…and to remove causes of
present and future
controversy…”

Broad
Observations
The challenges and conflicts
presented and resolved in
the Compact were not
related to thenunanticipated laws and
precedent that were to
follow.

 Hydropower development control and purposes (who, and for what)
 Protection of then-future-potential irrigation development

Driving Factors
for the
Compact
Negotiation
(SOME OF THESE
OVERLAP OR ARE
INTERRELATED)

 Disputes over potential scope of development of Klamath Irrigation Project (how
much irrigated land could develop under the 1905 appropriation made for the
Project?)
 Assurance of protection / priority for then-future-potential irrigation development
in Upper Klamath Basin generally; concern that future hydro development
between Keno and Copco No. 1 would limit future irrigation reliant on diversion
upstream of Keno (for use in both states)
 “Federalism” concerns over U.S. and COPCO contracts
 Protections of “area of origin” generally
 Envisioned developments for irrigation in Shasta and Scott Valleys; concerns
over potential out-of-basin exports
 Concerns over flow fluctuations below hydro developments

 Some but not all of these factors were addressed in the ultimate Compact

Upper & Lower
Klamath
Basins

COMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
A CHRONOLOGY
RELEVANT TO
ARTICLES III AND IV

 The fundamentals of western water law
 Intent
 Diversion
 Application to beneficial use with reasonable diligence

“Appropriations,” beneficial use, water rights and inchoate rights

 Feb. 1905: special statute for Reclamation Projects in Oregon
(“Chapter 228”)
 United States may file a notice with the State Engineer of intent to use
water for projects developed under the 1902 Reclamation Act
 The water so identified is “deemed appropriated” by the United States and
not available for appropriation by others unless released in writing

 May 1905: Reclamation Service filed a notice of intent to utilize all
water of the Klamath Basin for the Klamath Project (yes, all)

 1916: COPCO was operating Copco No. 1 in California;
planning Copco No. 2 and more. It propositioned
Reclamation that COPCO could:
 Build and operate Link River Dam; release (for downstream generation)
only water surplus to Project needs
 Sell power to Reclamation and Project water users at low cost

COMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
A CHRONOLOGY
RELEVANT TO
ARTICLES III AND IV

 1917: COPCO and Reclamation entered 50-year contract
 COPCO to build Link River Dam; transfer title to Reclamation
 Subordinates downstream power use to Project irrigation use
 Low cost power to Reclamation and Project users

 1917-18: In re Waters of Umatilla River, 88 Or. 376:
Appropriations under the special legislation (Chapter 228) are
not subject to a diligence requirement; water is not available
to others for appropriation unless and until “released”
 1917-1930’s: COPCO-Reclamation Contract highly
controversial

 1925: OR Attorney General Opinion: there is no water available for
new appropriation in the Klamath Basin, given Reclamation’s 1905
notice to use it all

COMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
A CHRONOLOGY
RELEVANT TO
ARTICLES III AND IV

 1930: OR Attorney General Opinion: State Engineer improperly
issued a water right permit to COPCO for a new development in
Oregon; permit should be rescinded; all water is appropriated per
the 1905 notice for the Klamath Project.
 1950: OR Attorney General: I changed my mind. Water rights
under the Klamath Project have to be perfected with diligence. To
the extent water has not been put to use by the Klamath Project by
now, it is available for appropriation.
 1951: COPCO applies for water rights and a FERC license for Big
Bend No. 2 (now JC Boyle)
Many Protests and Objections to COPCO’s applications

 Department of Interior’s position on proposed J.C.
Boyle:

COMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
A CHRONOLOGY
RELEVANT TO
ARTICLES III AND IV

 There is no water available for appropriation, all is
still deemed appropriated by U.S.; Oregon A.G. is
wrong
 Currently, Project serves ~ 190,000 acres
 DOI envisions additional storage, enlargement of the
Project, to up to ~ 600,000 acres; including facilities
serving internal “extensions” and Red Rock Valley,
Butte Valley, Oklahoma District, others: all under
1905 right
 Also future irrigation on Klamath Reservation
 DOI envisions federal development of low-cost
power on the River
 Serve new irrigate development
 Critical to existing irrigate development
 1917 Contract with COPCO will expire soon

 1952: FERC license issued for J.C. Boyle, Copco No. 1,
Copco No. 2

COMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
A CHRONOLOGY
RELEVANT TO
ARTICLES III AND IV

 Contingent on extension of 1917 Contract for duration of
license (50 years) relative to low-cost power
 FERC says water rights dispute is not our business, state
law governs

 1953 and 1955: KWUA-COPCO-US negotiations began
on extended contract for Link River Dam operations and
power sales to Project.
 1953: States’ appointed Klamath River Compact
Commissions (negotiators)
 General intent that Link River Dam contract extension and
Compact negotiations be consistent, parallel
 Commissions initially opposed Reclamation COPCO contract
renewal until scope of future development could be identified
and future irrigation protected through a Compact

 1956: COPCO and U.S. entered renewed, 50-year
contract

COMPACT
DEVELOPMENT:
A CHRONOLOGY
RELEVANT TO
ARTICLES III AND IV

 Low cost power to Reclamation and Project water
users
 COPCO’s use of water subordinated to the Project
(and refuge use);

 A negotiated FERC license amendment and the state
water right permit for J.C. Boyle, subordinated
COPCO’s use of water to future non-Project
irrigation development (State negotiators withdrew
objections to renewed contract based on these terms)

 Compact Article III resolved issues over priority of uses and
expanded irrigation1

COMPACT
RESOLUTION OF
THE ABOVE
UPPER BASIN
WATER AND
POWER
DISPUTES

 “Recognizes vested water rights, including rights vested in
the future, in the Klamath Project service area (a geographic
area roughly similar to then, and today’s, Klamath Project)
 For post-Compact (post-1957) state law appropriations in
the Upper Klamath Basin, there is a priority based on use
rather than date of appropriation
 Domestic and irrigation have priority over all other uses,
except:
 This use priority for new irrigation is limited and conditioned:
 Maximum new acreage: OR 200,000, CA 100,000
 Priority does not apply to exports from Upper Klamath
Basin (except diversion from Four Mile Drainage); no
exports from Upper Klamath Basin in CA
 Return flow must be returned above Keno (except Four
Mile diversion)
1 Related and overlapping limitations occur in the FERC license, 1956 Contract, and water right permit conditions.

COMPACT
RESOLUTION OF
THE ABOVE
UPPER BASIN
WATER AND
POWER
DISPUTES

 Compact Article IV addressed power development:
“It shall be the objective of each state . . . to provide for the most
efficient use of available power head . . . in order to secure the
most economical distribution and use of water and lowest power
rates which may be reasonable for irrigation and drainage
pumping, including pumping from wells.”

OTHER
THREADS

“LOWER BASIN”: CONCERNS OVER EXPORTS,
PROTECTION OF IN-BASIN USE FOR SHASTA AND SCOTT
VALLEYS AND PROXIMATE COMMUNITIES

Sen. Nixon…Condemned
Reclamation Bureau
Proposal to Import
Klamath Water for
Southern California…

“LOWER BASIN”:
CONCERNS OVER
EXPORTS,
PROTECTION OF
IN-BASIN USE
FOR SHASTA AND
SCOTT VALLEYS
AND PROXIMATE
COMMUNITIES

 California Water Plan (developed from late 1940’s-mid
1950’s)
 Contemplated massive exports to Central and Southern
CA (State filings for reservoirs at Happy Camp and
Hamburg Reservoirs)
 Also contemplated in-basin developments/storage for
Shasta and Scott Valleys (e.g., State filings at Iron Gate)
 Local planning activities in Siskiyou

CONCERNS OVER
EXPORTS,
PROTECTION OF
IN-BASIN USE
FOR SHASTA AND
SCOTT VALLEYS
AND PROXIMATE
COMMUNITIES

 Compact left State filings untouched (n.b. the state
filings for export projects have area-of-origin conditions
and the state filings for local development have temporal
priority one month before the export filings)
 Article VII: No diversion of water out of Jenny Creek that
the Compact Commission determines is needed for use
on land within Jenny Creek Basin

 Diurnal flows fluctuated wildly below COPCO No. 2

OTHER
THREADS:
FLOW
FLUCTUATIONS

 Bad for fish and fisherpersons
 California sued COPCO, ultimately resulting in Iron Gate
Dam being added to Project 2082 to provide regulation
 Draft Compact term on flow fluctuation / regulation was
ultimately dropped

 ARTICLES V-VI: INTERSTATE RIGHTS FOR MEASURING
DEVICES; ACCESS AND PROPERTY IN THE OTHER STATE
 Mutual grants of rights as necessary to measure; States to
measure, monitor as necessary to monitor compliance, etc.

 ARTICLE VII: POLLUTION CONTROL

OTHER
COMPACT
PROVISIONS

 Emphasizes need for cooperation and provides powers for the
Commission

 ARTICLE IX: ADMINISTRATION – THE COMMISSION
 Authorities and responsibilities are as stated
 Some authorities and responsibilities that were considered at
one time or another during negotiation:
 Take over Klamath Project
 Be a Bi-”State Engineer”, with the two states ceding control over
allocation of water within certain sideboards

Questions?

